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Bears Fans, Friends and Alumni,

It was a successful tip to California this past week as we came home with two dual victories.  On Friday night, we
dominated a well-coached Cal Poly team, while on Sunday; we were able to sneak by CSU-Bakersfield for the first
time in quite a while.  As I have mentioned multiple times, this team continues to improve each time they compete and
we will need to continue to reach for our best as we head back on the road this weekend against two national ranked
teams.  Brief synopsis of the weekend below:

https://uncbears.com/news/2019/1/18/wrestling-uncbearswrestle-starts-fast-defeats-cal-poly-28-13.aspx

https://uncbears.com/news/2019/1/20/wrestling-uncbearswrestle-sweeps-cali-road-trip-after-comeback-against-
roadrunners.aspx

125lbs- Rico Montoya led the way with two dominating wins.  Rico is nearing the end of his collegiate career with
hopes of becoming a National Champion and All-American.

133lbs- Friday night, Sean Cannon struggled against a stronger opponent.  On Sunday, Sean did his job and held his
Top 20 ranked opponent to a regular decision.

141lbs- Chris Sandoval started to get his feet under him this weekend coming away with two wins.  We still would like
Chris to separate himself more from the competition, however, baby steps in the right direction are a positive.

149lbs- Armando Santillan is on his way back down to 141lbs to battle Chris Sandoval for the starting spot.  With
Dante Rodriguez still a little dinged up, Armando stepped in and battled hard against two solid opponents.  We have
been impressed with Armando these past few months and look for him to continue to improve.
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157lbs- Jordan Robison continues to improve coming away with a 2-0 weekend.  Jordan continues to show some
bright spots for his future.  We are happy with his desire to get better every day.

165lbs- Macoy Flanagan split matches this weekend.  When Macoy pulls the trigger, he can wrestle with anyone. 

174lbs- Seth Bogulski was 0-2 on the weekend.  Seth is really close to taking that next step and it showed on Sunday
when he was in the match to win it against an opponent who dominated him last season.  Looking for Seth to continue
moving forward.

184lbs- Dalton Robertson split matches with a narrow defeat on Sunday against a tough opponent.  Dalton is very
close right now to putting himself in the conversation for the NCAA tournament.  A few big wins can make this happen
over the next month.

197lbs- Jacob Seely split matches while looking less than stellar.  We know Jacobs areas he needs to improve on and
have continued to address them.  This weekend brought more clarity to those areas and Jacobs attitude is good. 

285lbs- Robert Winters had a great weekend coming away 2-0.  We really liked the confidence that Robert competed
with and hope it continues moving forward. 

GO BEARS!
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